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The OMG is a consortium with over 800 members drawn from Industry, Government, and Academia worldwide. Its purpose is to establish specifications that permit the development of object-oriented distributed computing. First OMG developed its CORBA specification in early 1991. Revisions to the service interface specification followed that clarified the specification, making it possible for implementers to begin work on it. The revision version in February 1999 is 2.3. Numerous implementations have been developed. The specification has had substantial influence in Distributed Computing with many adoptions by commercial and government interests.

This specification gave reference to a set of fundamental services including the security service and a set of management services. The OMG promulgated a first version of its specification for security services in 1993. The current version is 1.5 and a revision task force has been chartered to do version 1.6. The current version is quite complex with a specification of over 350 pages.

The security service may be implemented at one of three strengths: Level 0; Level 1; and Level 2 where Level 2 is the most elaborate, containing an extensive set of optional functionality. In February, one firm had implemented Level 1, two were working on Level 2, and one firm was shipping a Level 2 product (although not with all options). It is expected that several implementations of Level 2 security services will be shipping in October of 1999.

Interoperability of security services is paramount in a multi-vendor or heterogeneous environment. The OMG recognized this fact and as an early revision specified the Common Security Interoperability (CSI) Specification that gives a protocol for interoperability between Object Request Brokers. At the time of this writing, no vendor was planning to implement this protocol. Vendors were beginning to plan a second version of CSI that was to be more to their liking.

The panel will provide a snapshot of the products and functionality that are shipping in October 1999. They will indicate what features of the security specification have been well specified and which ones still have ambiguities "left to the implementers". They will describe the way in which their products achieve interoperability and the way in which they may be managed. They will describe the "interesting research topics" that have arisen as they have attempted to achieve efficiency and interoperability and indicate how functionality of the specification must be changed if well designed and efficient security services are to be provided to the general community.
The CORBAsecurity specification was first issued in February 1996. After a little more than three years and several revisions, the functionality it describes is now available in implementations from several different vendors. Most of the leading ORBs are supported by CORBAsecurity implementations offering most, and in some cases all, of the CORBAsecurity level 2 functionality. Some ORBs are supported by several CORBAsecurity implementations, from several security vendors.

DASCOM's CORBAsecurity implementation is called Intraverse for CORBA, or IVcorba for short. It provides CORBAsecurity level 2 functionality and most of the CORBAsecurity level 2 programming interfaces.

The IVcorba implementation supports ORBIXweb and Visibroker ORBs, and provides secure interoperability between these ORBs. The IVcorba functionality has also been incorporated into IBM's ComponentBroker ORB, in a slightly modified form.

IVcorba is built using components of DASCOM's Intraverse technology, and provides authentication, cryptographic message protection, authorization, and audit functionality.

While many vendors, including DASCOM, offer full-featured CORBAsecurity implementations, challenges remain. DASCOM has demonstrated that it is possible to build a CORBAsecurity implementation which will allow multiple vendors' ORBs to communicate securely, but the challenge of getting different CORBAsecurity implementations to interoperate is still largely unmet.

Manageability of CORBAsecurity policies is still problematic also. While domains provide a nice, scalable management abstraction, management of domain membership has not yet been addressed in any OMG specification.

Furthermore, there are policies, particularly access control policies, which can't be enforced using the traditional subject-object-action model on which the CORBAsecurity DomainAccessPolicy is based. OMG has recently adopted the RAD proposal to address some of these deficiencies.

Finally, implementations of the CORBA Non-Repudiation service have yet to appear. Non-Repudiation is more than just a digital signature, as this panel will explain.
Panel Position

"What, exactly, is CORBAsec?"

by

David M. Chizmadia, Computer Science Corporation

Mr. Chizmadia is the co-chair of the OMG Security Special Interest Group (SecSIG), which is the focal point for security issues within the OMG. He will present a VERY short overview of the CORBA Security Service Specification (CORBAsec). The goal of this overview will be to provide sufficient context for the subsequent presentations, which will describe specific products that conform to one of the CORBAsec compliance points. He will also provide a review of on-going security initiatives within the OMG and the timeframe for completion of those initiatives. This will provide a context for the vendor descriptions of their future product plans.
The Concept Five C5Sec product implements a suite of security services based on the Level 2 security functionality specified in the OMG CORBA Security Specification. C5Sec was developed from the ground up to be portable across different middleware platforms, to be independent of the underlying security infrastructure, and to provide cross-ORB interoperable security.

C5Sec is available already integrated with Iona’s Orbix (as Orbix Security 3.0), Hitachi’s TPBroker, and Inprise’s Visibroker ORBs. C5Sec provides full cross language functionality for both C++ and Java applications. Supported operating systems are NT, Solaris, and HP-UX.

C5Sec implements a facility to secure CORBA applications providing identification and authentication, authorization/access control, security of communication, delegation, and auditing capabilities. C5Sec automatically enforces the security policies “behind the scenes” for each object invocation. C5Sec can be used to provide security for both security-unaware and security-aware applications.

C5Sec provides Level 2 APIs that permit fine-grain access control, audit, and delegation policies. All security policies are stored in an LDAP directory server to support large-scale deployments, replication, and performance. Level 2 APIs allow developers to define user security attributes such as roles and groups, extensible rights, and security policy domains. The Level 2 APIs provide the ability to define and manage CORBA security services down to the object instance level. A system administration GUI along with batch policy definition tools build on the Level 2 administrative interfaces. The administration tools walk administrators through the complex process of setting up and testing the validity of CORBA security policies.

C5Sec provides interoperability via the SSL protocol. C5Sec relies on the SSL implementation provided by the ORB, i.e., SSLeay in Orbix and the SSL Pack in Visibroker and TPBroker. C5Sec provides CSI Level 2 features (i.e., identity and privilege based policies with controlled delegation) by using a public-key privilege attribute certificate (PAC) on top of the SSL implementation. CSI Level 2 interoperability based on a PAC and SSL is not yet an OMG standard. Concept Five is working with other vendors on an improved interoperability standard for the CSI Version 2 RFP that includes CSI Level 2 features based on a standard PAC and SSL.
**Panel Position**  
Toward an Interoperable *and* Portable CORBA Security Specification  
by  
Polar Humenn, Adiron

The CORBA Security Specification started as a framework on how to build a security service for a CORBA compliant ORB. Interoperability was limited to the wire protocol (SECIOP) and varying GSS-API defined mechanisms. The Security Level 1 and Security Level 2 interfaces gave applications the ability to create their own access and auditing controls. However, the interfaces were found to have many interpretations, which leads to non-portable code and a coherent system was limited to the same implementation and therefore interoperability was not achieved.

Over the past year, speed has picked up on revisions to the Security Specification toward portable code and interoperability. The portable code requirement is driven by companies wanting to supply third party (i.e., non-ORB vendor) security policy tools for the CORBA Security Service. The interoperability angle is just necessary. Major inroads have been made in the last and current revisions of the security specification to achieve both goals, but we are not there yet. An RFP, known as CSIv2 is currently in the works at the OMG to provide a separation of the concepts of authentication mechanisms and authorization mechanisms to yield a better hope for interoperability. This RFP will also give a more stringent semantics to the Security API yielding more portable code that uses the security service.

Adiron provides a Java library based ORB called "ORBAsec SL2" that uses the SECIOP-GSS-Kerberos and SSLIOP standards underneath the Security Level 2 API. It also supports Security Replaceable module, in which third party replacements for any GSS based authentication and cryptographic mechanism can be added to the SECIOP protocol. The programmer is free to write access control code in the application using the Security Level 2 API. It is Adiron's hope to have ORBAsec SL2 be the 'interoperable' secure ORB.
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The audience should be familiar with security concepts. Ideally they should understand the difficulties encountered in specifying and designing portable and interoperable specifications and products. The panel sessions will describe how these two features are being addressed in an object-oriented, distributed computing environment.